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BEFORE YOU START: What Type of Offer to Make?
We are only accepting Employee Priced Offers. They bring the best value to our 30M employee network at Perks at Work

CRITERIA FOR EMPLOYEE PRICING
• Non-public discounts and best price/value to
employees available anywhere, better than
open market, Amazon, or any discount
platform
• “Always on” discount – no expiry date
• Typically, % Off Discount or $/Any Currency
Off Amount – but can be other discount ie.
“Free membership”
• All Employee Pricing offers must be approved
by internal Next Jump committee
TIP!

Why Employee Priced? Simply put, these offers perform best on our site and resonate
most with employees. Because these offers get past company firewalls, we hold our
merchants to high standards to only present and show the best offers.

Example: Revolution Prep Offer Description Page
Unique discount code for employees only
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How to Build Your Offer
Build your offer on Partners, Perks at Works self-service merchant management portal,
in four simple steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Company Profile
Target Your Offer
About Your Offer
On-Site Placement

STEP 1: Company Profile

This is where you upload basic information about your company ie. logo, description, primary category of brand

Company Logo

A logo that represents your company is required. The dimensions for the logo are 150 pixels
wide by 50 pixels high. Accepted formats are: gif, jpg and png.

Company Description

This is your change to educate our users about your brand: what is your brands product/service?
What is your unique value proposition? What differentiates you from competitors – why should
employees care?

Sample company profile page for merchant Revolution Prep

STEP 2: Target Your Offer

Depending on what countries your brand services, your brand may qualify for future exposure.

What is Offer Targeting?
Merchants Partners are able to submit an offer to one
UK or US Perks at Work organization at no cost. If
you are interested in upgrading for access to the full UK
or US Perks at Work network - you can find more details
here.
If your offer is available outside of the UK or US - you
are able to target all organizations with presence in that
country at no cost. Perks at Work is expanding globally
in 2021 and we want to make it as frictionless as
possible to onboard new merchants.
If your brand services multiple countries outside of the
US/UK, see here for how to target multiple global
countries.

TIP!

Don’t know which organization to target in
this initial instance? See here.

TIP!

Sample Offer Targeting Step for merchant Revolution Prep

STEP 3: About Your Offer
The About Your Offer Stage is where you upload the majority of the
information needed for your offer. Below is an overview of the page and
what you will need. See future slides to learn more about how to best build
the offer.
q
q
q
q
q

Company Description
Offer Description
Redemption Instructions
Discount Title
Terms and Conditions

Images
q Merchant Image
q Banner Image

STEP 3: About Your Offer
Images

Merchant Image

Merchant images will be shown next to your
brand’s name on our category pages. Please
use a lifestyle image or one that shows off the
product/service – image must have NO text.
Dimensions: 300x300 pixels in size. Accepted
formats are: jpg, jpeg, png, gif, bmp.

Banner Image

Please use a life style image, one showing off the
product/service, or a strong background image
as your banner image. It must have NO text.
Dimensions: 1600x350 pixels in size. Accepted
formats are: jpg, jpeg, png, gif, bmp.
Sample About Your Offer step for merchant Revolution Prep

TIP!

Do NOT put text on your images. Especially one’s that say “50% off, buy now!” Text on
images tend to look flashy and salesy – ultimately, it takes away from the premium nature of
the platform and your brand. Note: Offers will be rejected if text is on the images

STEP 3: About Your Offer
Offer Title + Redemption Methods

Offer Title

This should be a short title giving an overview
of the discount. Ie. 20% Off All Revolution
Prep Tutoring Programs

Redemption Method + Instructions

Please choose a method for how employees can
redeem the offer (is it an online discount, instore, by-phone?). You can select all methods that
apply. Describe how an employee can redeem
this offer in the “description” box.
Example Descriptions
• Online: Click the "Shop Now" button below to
be taken to the Revolution Prep website and
use the discount code at checkout to get 20%
Off
• In-store: Employee must provide their
employee ID at checkout to receive discount
Sample About Your Offer step for merchant Revolution Prep

TIP!

Be descriptive and clear with how to redeem your offer. If the offer is redeemable by
discount code, state where employees will be inputting the discount code in the “description
box.” Make this as clear, straightforward, and simple for employees to increase conversion.

STEP 3: About Your Offer
Company Description + Offer Description

Company Description

1st Paragraph
The first paragraph should be a description
about your company. This description will
automatically populate from the one written in
the Company Profile section.

Offer Description

2nd Paragraph + bullet points
The offer description should clearly and
concisely communicate the value that your offer
is bringing to employees. Describe the product
offerings/services of your perk. Explain any
details about your specific offer.

Sample About Your Offer step for merchant Revolution Prep

TIP!

Utilize bullet points, underlining, and bold to highlight certain aspects of your offer. Also,
Refer to your company in the third person - i.e. use "they, their, them" rather than "we, our,
us".

STEP 3: About Your Offer
Terms and Conditions + Non-Public Offer Confirmation

Terms and Conditions

List out any restrictions a user may face when
trying to redeem offer. Ie. if the offer cannot be
combined with any other coupons, etc.

Non-Public Offer Confirmation

All Partners must check off that their offer is
non-public and that accurate
currencies/shipping costs are shown.
We are exclusively partnering with brands who
provide a non-public offer as these offers
perform best on our site. Because these offers
get past company firewalls, HR holds us to high
standards, and in turn we hold our merchants to
high standards to only present and show the
best offers.
Sample About Your Offer step for merchant Revolution Prep

Note: An internal Next Jump committee will
review all offers to ensure it is non-public

STEP 4: On-site Details
Category Placement + Key Search Terms

Category

Check off all relevant categories that best
describe your brand and offer. This is where your
offer will show on our site when employees are
browsing Perks at Work. You can choose up to 5
categories that best match your offer.

Search Terms

Type in any and all key search terms that you’d
like to be associated with your offer.

TIP!

Sample On-Site Details Step for merchant Revolution Prep

Merchants are free to edit their offer and submit for
approval at any point – we encourage merchants to try
out new category placements and search terms to see
what resonates most with employees and best optimize
your offer.

Example Offer: What Will Your Offer Look Like?
Every merchant partner on our site gets an offer description page like the one below
Banner Image

Discount Title
Redemption
Instructions
Company
Description
Offer
Description

OFFER CHECKLIST
Offer Details
q Company Description
q Offer Description
q Redemption Instructions
q Discount Title
q Terms and Conditions
Images
q Merchant Image
q Banner Image
q Brand Logo
Offer Image

Terms and
Conditions

Merchant Logo

This is what shows up when employees
search for your brand on site

FAQs
Sample Client List & How to Scale Offer Globally

FAQ: Brands Outside of the US/UK
Global brands can target our full employee network at no cost
What is the cost to target full Perks at Work network in non-US/UK countries?
There is no cost to scale your offer to the full Perks at Work network globally – no onboarding fees and no commission. For the time
being as Perks at Work scales globally, our priority is to secure the best exclusive employee deals rather than to monetize.
How to target multiple (non-US/UK) countries?
A new offer will need to be submitted for each country you want to serve.
To facilitate this, Duplicate your original offer and then edit this instead of starting from scratch for each offer.
1. Click the duplicate button alongside your offer on the "My Offers" page to duplicate your offer.
2. Click the edit button on the newly created offer to start making changes.
3. On the offer targeting step, pick the country you wish to target and if desired the specific organization within that country. The
information about targeting interest can be ignored.
4. Complete the offer submission process, updating any country specific details as necessary.
What if I have different shipping costs and currencies?
Please add all country specific information, such as shipping costs per country and allowed currencies, to your offer description.
If your offer is online: your website must show prices in the local currency of the country your offer is targeted towards.
What if I have multiple URLs for each country?
If you have different country specific URLs, please update the URL field during the offer setup process to reflect this in each new offer
you create.

FAQ: Example Clients to Target
Perks at Work represents 70% of the Fortune 1000 - who partner with us to help their employees feel valued, cared for and recognized.
If you are feeling lost as to which organization to target in this initial instance, we recommend selecting one of the following below that best
matches your target demographic.

**While we cannot disclose our full client list due to NDA's,
a sample of our clients from different industries is shown.
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